Three-in-one enzyme assay based on single molecule detection in femtoliter arrays.
Large arrays of femtoliter-sized chambers are important tools for single molecule research as well as bioanalytical applications. We have optimized the design and fabrication of two array types consisting of 250 × 250 (62 500) femtoliter chambers either by surface etching of fused silica slides or by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molding. Highly diluted solutions of β-galactosidase were enclosed in such arrays to monitor the fluorogenic reactions of hundreds of individual enzyme molecules in parallel by wide-field fluorescence microscopy. An efficient mechanical sealing procedure was developed to prevent diffusion of the fluorescent reaction product out of the chambers. Different approaches for minimizing non-specific surface adsorption were explored. The signal acquisition was optimized to grant both a large field of view and an efficient signal acquisition from each femtoliter chamber. The optimized femtoliter array has enabled a three-in-one enzyme assay system: First, the concentration of active enzyme can be determined in a digital way by counting fluorescent chambers in the array. Second, the activity of the enzyme bulk solution is given by averaging many individual substrate turnover rates without the need for knowing the exact enzyme concentration. Third-unlike conventional enzyme assays-the distribution of individual substrate turnover rates yields insight into the conformational heterogeneity in an enzyme population. The substrate turnover rates of single β-galactosidase molecules were found to be broadly distributed and independent of the type of femtoliter array. In general, both types of femtoliter arrays are highly sensitive platforms for enzyme analysis at the single molecule level and yield consistent results. Graphical Abstract Isolation and analysis of individual enzyme molecules in large arrays of femtoliter-sized chambers.